Emotional Eunuchs -- A Reply to Randy

By Anna Von Reitz

Greg Hallet is the new "King" of the Commonwealth---- the Pope's Overlord of Church property in England, a position that is unlikely to endure for very long.

Please see my very recent article "For England - 4.0" which explains the entire history and exposes the fact that the Queen wasn't Queen of England, either.

I do believe that your intentions are good and that you did indeed get "the message" that living people are the both the "presumed donors" and are supposed to be the beneficiaries of "The Trust"---- only thanks to the fact that the Powers That Were made it a "generation skipping trust" they've been precluded from receiving anything, and the assets have instead been invested "for" them.

In practical terms this means that the bankers and politicians and military generals and priests and "judicial officers" have had free access to gigantic Slush Funds that exist "in the name of the people" ---while the actual people function as slaves to continuously bulk up these same Slush Funds.

What you may not realize is that the reason these people lack compassion and fellow-feeling and what the rest of us generally possess as an in-born conscience is that they are the genetic result of eugenics programs in the distant past aimed at creating super soldiers. Their feelings were bred out of them purposefully. Some of them came here as refugees after The Great Plasma War which ended 32,000 years ago. Our guests have been causing trouble and creating war (mostly out of boredom) ever since.

They were supposed to leave and go home in 1913, and have overstayed their welcome. Instead of leaving us, they decided to invite more of their kind to settle here. If we had not dismantled their plans and machinery, we'd now have a World War of unimaginable dimensions on our hands as a thank you for rescuing their sorry rumps.

Perhaps it would help your friend G/B to simply realize the truth about who --- and what --- his ancestors really were, the fact that he is missing a crucial part of what it means to be a man through no fault of his own, and that he can have that part of himself restored to full function, if he will simply accept help.

You can see the pathos in the whole situation. They have been bred for war. It's what they do. It's all they really know. Even their thinking functions are reduced to "Either-Or" calculations. That's why they are always creating two sides to everything. They operate instinctively, and that's why even when it is perfectly obvious that all their tricks and their entire modus operandi is exposed, they continue to do the same old thing like hamsters in an exercise wheel.
Once we wake up, they are no match for us, and as we start giving them their orders they naturally fall back in line. They might resist. They might disagree to some extent. But they don't have the true command functions that normal people possess --- instead, they've got a command structure, and when that disintegrates, as it is right now, they are lost as kids in a department store.

I am not among those that want vengeance. I realize that these people came to power by default. I know their limitations and how those limitations were built into them and for what purpose this was done. What I want for them is to see them fully restored to their heritage as men. I want their situation truly understood. And I want it corrected.

With the technology now available, we can restore them to be and to function as the men our Creator meant for them to be. The castration of their emotions can be reversed, and for the good of all, must be.
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